
agenda

1.1 items
- data types for certificate attributes
- freshness on locate
- way in which authentication requirements are provided in profiles document
- authenticity clause in profiles
further actions on 1.1
public review details
planning issues for the committee around 
- interop testing
- f2f
- testbed at UNH/SNIA
- promotion of KMIP as an ISO standard
- editorship of the next version of the documents

tim moves agenda, tony seconds
hearing no objections/abstentions, agenda is approved

defer voting on minutes until next week.

Ballots

attribute index is just about there - if you have not voted, please do so.

Profiles ballot is open - let us discuss during the call

1.1 issues

Certificate attribute:
rename attributes and deprecate others
partition into x.509 and PGP - JL
JF has spoken with MA offline and will post something by next weeks' meeting
implication on use cases? are we introducing larger amount of work?
once you have a cert in your system, this si the way to do a cert. id
impact locate operation at best

Split into:
locate for x.509 certs
locate for PGP keys

MB: currently only have them for X.509 certs, no use cases for PGP - will add if 
someone can provide them.
AI - use cases for PGP - Mike Allen to work with Mathias
Interop - Tim - we can handle this

follow model on SAML/XACML on deprecation



have them inline in the spec
implementation of deprecation is removal from the spec in future versions
short paragraph in the usage guide describing the context on why

attribute freshness

1.       As	  currently	  specified,	  the	  Locate	  opera7on	  with	  Fresh	  a:ribute	  does	  
not	  provide	  the	  intended	  func7onality

2.       For	  example,	  if	  two	  (or	  more)	  clients	  in	  the	  same	  group	  issue	  a	  
Locate/fresh=true	  request,	  the	  server	  may	  return	  the	  same	  UID	  to	  
each	  of	  the	  reques7ng	  clients.	  Subsequent	  Get	  requests	  will	  return	  
the	  same	  managed	  object	  to	  all	  clients,	  but	  only	  one	  of	  the	  clients	  will	  
receive	  a	  “fresh”	  managed	  object

3.       Possible	  fixes	  include:	  a)	  atomic	  batched	  opera7ons,	  b)	  add	  fresh	  
a:ribute	  to	  the	  Get	  opera7on,	  c)	  drop	  support	  for	  Fresh	  from	  1.1

Tim: as a TC we have backed off from the notion of an 'atomic' batch
gordon: locate with fresh should not return the same return twice; server impl. can be 
smart enof
Bruce: spec should specify behavior; since we backed off from group as a first class 
object; two locates for fresh should not return the same uuid
danger is denial of key material attack - reserving key material as they might not issue 
a 'get'
need input from Krishna

Profiles

BL: as of now, the authentication suites should require that 'port'
Tim: well known location

Subhash raised the issue that authentication only applies to client initiated 
communication but that was not an intent as it should apply to server initiated 
communication

two options are:
1. close existing ballot and re-open the ballot
2. leave the ballot open with understanding that there is a subsequent

Tim: Since a TC member has voted no, it is not an editorial change

ask for a vote to close the current ballot

motion that we close the current ballot without recording its results
Bruce moves, Tim seconds.



Bob to craft a new proposal by next week.

Next steps with 1.1

in the balloting process, for voting there is an OASIS guidance that a member should 
have attended 3 out of last 5 meetings.

in the ballot - there is an additional 3 out of 5

moving to committee draft and committee spec

as we get to committee spec:
we will be asked to provide a list of external stake holders
bob to put together a list of other stake holders

OASIS will request IPR claims when a committee spec is done

second phase - request overall OASIS standard
3 statements of use are required - language is pretty vague
IBM has one
Cryptsoft has two
we would need a 3rd vendor as well for an SOU by end of this year or early next yr

Other topics

interop:
last two yrs, group of vendors doing interop at RSA conference in SF.
at this point, we are at the stage where we need commitments on vendors

interop between servers
kmip 1.1 perspective as well - new features

f2f:
RSA conference in February
SNW
send a note out to the TC on ideas around when and where

Testbeds
is now the time for get the ball rolling? - straw poll?
formal proposal on one of the two alternatives - SNIA/UNH

Promoting KMIP to an international standard?

SAML and XACML have been moved to ITU.T



Bob G and Subhash will work on next steps

Call for co-editors for 2.0 for all the specifications?
Robert Haas does not have the bandwidth to continue to be the editor

tim moves that we adjourn. bruce seconds


